SMARTER:
VISUAL MRL DISPLAY
MORE EFFICIENT:
OILQUICK APP

MORE SUSTAINABLE
CLEAN SYSTEM
SAFER:
DROP GUARD

PERFORMANCE
TO THE POWER OF FOUR
THE EVOLUTION OF THE QUICK COUPLER
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WHO WE ARE

WHO WE ARE
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FROM
PIONEER
TO MARKET
LEADER
Almost 30 years ago, OilQuick launched the first fully

work on innovations that allow attachments to be changed

hydraulic quick coupler, revolutionising the construction

more quickly and safely. The aim: We develop products that

industry. We are still visionaries. Because OilQuick

improve your work. We not only consider efficiency, but also

is not only in touch with the latest trends, but also contin-

assume responsibility for your safety and the investment

ually aims to set new standards. Every day, our engineers

security of your machines.

THE SCHAUER FAMILY
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CERTIFIED SAFETY

EFFICIENCY MEETS
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY:
YOUR SAFETY
REDEFINED
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CERTIFIED SAFETY

SMARTER:
VISUAL MRL DISPLAY

MORE EFFICIENT:
OILQUICK APP

Popular with machine operators and acclaimed by health and

Smartphones and tablets have long been part of the standard

safety experts: The OilQuick visual MRL display was jointly

toolbox of machine operators and service technicians on

developed with users and makes locking control easier than

construction sites. In our OilQuick App you will find many

ever before.

practical digital services for your quick coupler!

MORE SUSTAINABLE
CLEAN SYSTEM
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SAFER:
DROP GUARD

From A for ALLU Group to Z for Zeppelin Baumaschinen:

Incorrectly mounted attachment? Accidentally opened

More than 100 partners in the construction machinery sector are already

locking bolts? The OilQuick drop guard reliably prevents

working with us to promote homogeneous quick coupler systems.

your attachments from falling.
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VISUAL MRL DISPLAY

VISUAL MRL DISPLAY:
CORRECT LOCKING
GUARANTEED

A QUICK GLANCE IS ENOUGH:
IF IT IS GREEN, THEN IT IS OK!
“Simple and robust, please!” That was the locking control requirement
of the machine operators we surveyed. Implementation

Coupler open

was a bit tricky. In order to rule out misinterpretations, the usual
combinations of different coloured pins for different locking situations in

In day-to-day work on the construction site, you need

MRL display is currently the only mechanical visual display

use till now were out of the question. Our visual MRL display has a very

to be able to easily control locking of the quick coupler

on the market that meets all the requirements of the

decisive advantage: There is only one pin and one colour – and only a

even in stressful situations. Our patented visual

Machinery Directive. Our users appreciate this too.

single correct status on the visual display. This allows you to quickly
and clearly see whether the quick coupler is locked correctly,
independent from sensors and electronics. Another advantage: From

»The new OilQuick solution
makes visual control
significantly easier
and more reliable.«

the machine operator’s point of view, the large pin moves horizontally
and is thus 650 percent more easily perceived.
The visual MRL display is a standard feature of all newly delivered

Coupler correctly locked

OilQuick quick couplers and can also be retrofitted.
DID YOU
KNOW THIS?

The OilQuick visual MRL display, like the OilQuick
drop guard, is subsidised by BG Bau and can be
retrofitted to existing systems at any time.
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OILQUICK APP

OILQUICK APP:
YOUR DIGITAL ASSISTANT
The OilQuick app helps you to perform routine tasks such as ordering
spare parts, maintenance and repairs more quickly and easily –
directly on the construction site using your smartphone or tablet.

OILQUICK APP
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DOWNLOAD NOW
FREE FOR IOS AND
ANDROID

CONVENIENT
MAINTENANCE

FAST
SPARE PARTS ORDERING

The digital maintenance plan is particularly popular: The app

With the help of the geo-based dealer search feature, you can

reminds you in good time of maintenance tasks and supports

find OilQuick dealers near you in seconds, select spare parts and

you with detailed checklists. All done? You can check your

save them as favourites.

maintenance intervals at any time via the history.

INTERACTIVE
SERVICE HELP
Video tutorials and instructions guide you step by step through
minor repairs and maintenance work. Still have questions? If so,
our service staff is ready to help in a WhatsApp chat.
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DROP GUARD

DROP GUARD:
THE EXTRA BENEFIT
FOR YOUR SAFETY
Every year, over 100,000 work-related accidents occur on construction
sites, the causes of which include falling tools and suspended loads. The
movable OilQuick safety catch extends the quick coupler claw, which closes
around the shaft at the attachment adaptor. This prevents attachments
from falling and injuring you or your colleagues – even if the quick coupler
locking mechanism should happen to not be properly closed.

YOUR SAFETY
REDEFINED
•
•
•

5

»The risk of accidents
on construction sites is
high – the OilQuick drop
guard can save lives!«

VISUAL DISPLAY
DROP GUARD
CLEAN SYSTEM

Our innovations also impress the technical experts: Berufsgenossenschaft
der Bauwirtschaft (BG Bau, statutory accident insurance for construction
and construction-related services in Germany) awarded OilQuick the
EuroTest Prize 2019 for its “outstanding technical occupational safety and
product safety” achievements.
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CLEAN SYSTEM

CLEAN SYSTEM
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HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
VS. MIXED OPERATION
The variety of systems has grown along with the

Which is why we introduced the Clean System

rising success of the quick coupler – and with it

Seal in 2019: Over 100 dealers and rental fleets

the number of possible system combinations.

have already voluntarily undertaken to not

Practice shows that mixed operation of this type

combine OilQuick quick couplers with products

creates unforeseeable complications, even at

from other manufacturers and to only use

safety-related interfaces.

genuine spare parts. Because when we
guarantee your safety, for us this also means

POTENTIAL RISKS

• Damage to the hydraulic system
• C ontamination of the oil circuit of other

the smooth operation and long service life of
our quick couplers.

Contamination
during mixed operation

holder equipment and attachments through

CLEAN SYSTEM:
PARTNER PROGRAMME
FOR CERTIFIED
RELIABILITY

shared attached tools

• increased material fatigue and reduced
service life

• electrical faults in
safety-relevant circuits

• Misunderstandings of the locking situation

A clean,
homogeneous system
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PARTNER PROGRAMME

THE CLEAN SYSTEM
NETWORK IS
EXPANDING
OVER 100 EFFICIENT
PARTNERS

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS

»We’re continuously working on innovative
solutions for maximum driver safety and improved construction site efficiency. By
participating in the Clean System initiative, we’re
consolidating our position as a
professional, reliable partner for our customers.«

»The Clean System Seal is visible evidence
of the high operational safety of our
construction machinery, both in sales and
in our rental fleet.«
SCHÜNKE BAUZENTRUM
BAUMASCHINEN GMBH

ZEPPELIN
BAUMASCHINEN GMBH

From A for ALLU Group to Z for Zeppelin Baumaschinen:
Over 100 firms and rental fleets in the construction machinery
sector already bear the Clean System Seal. Do you
want to locate a Clean System dealer in your area?
Or are you interested in a Clean System partnership?
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»Customer focus is a central element
of our corporate philosophy. The Clean
System partnership highlights our above
average quality and service standards.«

»Being in good hands – is part of our mission
statement. After all, our customers work in a
demanding and often dangerous environment.
The Clean System Seal makes an important
contribution to occupational safety and
therefore builds trust.«

Please get in touch!
ALLU GROUP

KIESEL GMBH

Coordination:
Anna Betz
+49 8202 9618 - 132
anna.betz@oilquick.de
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»There is nothing better for a
business that has to change tools
several times a day!«

UNDENIABLY
EFFICIENT
A fully hydraulic OilQuick quick coupler not only
reduces change-over times, but also increases your
excavator’s range of applications. According to the
figures: Our customers can increase their machine
utilisation by up to 90 percent and improve their
fleet productivity by an average of 30 percent.
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OUR VISION

CONTACT

UNIFY YOUR
EQUIPMENT
BE SAFE

WITH BIG
IDEAS
MOVE
BIG THINGS
OilQuick has been shaping the quick coupler market for
over a quarter of a century – generating ideas, solving
problems, being inventive, optimising processes and
providing services. We combine pioneering spirit with
experience and future with tradition.
While consciously remaining a family-run SME.
We are a dedicated team of engineers, technicians, quality
managers, logistics experts and service staff – and each
and every quick coupler incorporates our decades’ of
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DID YOU
KNOW THIS?

+49 8202 9618 - 0
www.oilquick.de
info@oilquick.de

expertise. It is our passion to develop innovative solutions
for construction site issues, always in close cooperation

The first quick coupler sold

with machine operators, fleet managers and the specialist

in Germany is still in use today

dealers.

– having completed well over
40,000 working hours and now

WE ARE CERTAIN: THE QUICK COUPLER IS NOT
DONE BEING INVENTED!

on excavator number five.

OILQUICK
DEUTSCHLAND KG
Bürgermeister-Schauer-Strasse 1
82297 Steindorf
Germany
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